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ABSTRACT
We discuss the advantages of wavefront sensing at near-infrared (IR) wavelengths with low-noise detector technologies
that have recently become available. In this paper, we consider low order sensing with laser guide star (LGS) adaptive
optics (AO) and high order sensing with natural guide star (NGS) AO. We then turn to the application of near-IR sensing
with the W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO) AO systems for science and as a demonstrator for similar systems on
extremely large telescopes (ELTs). These demonstrations are based upon an LGS AO near-IR tip-tilt-focus sensor and
our collaboration to implement a near-IR pyramid wavefront sensor (PWFS) for a NGS AO L-band coronagraphic
imaging survey to identify exoplanet candidates.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Near-infrared wavefront sensing is a critical technology for science with AO on current and future telescopes. It enables
high contrast science of exoplanets and dust obscured regions, and high sky coverage for extragalactic science. It can be
used to extend the performance of NGS AO to fainter (redder) targets and to increase the sky coverage of laser guide star
(LGS) AO. Furthermore, it allows the application of optimal wavefront sensing approaches (e.g. pyramid and Zernike
wavefront sensing) due to the AO correction at near-IR wavelengths. All of the extremely large telescopes (ELTs) are
planning to use near-IR wavefront sensing as part of their AO facilities.
Infrared cameras have been used as phase and angle sensors on astronomical interferometers for many years (e.g. [1]).
The VLT NACO Shack-Hartmann camera is the only high-order AO near-IR wavefront sensor in operational use [2] and
a near-IR PWFS was demonstrated on-sky with the Calar Alto AO system [3]. The limited use of near-IR wavefront
sensing has been due to the high read noise, and high cost, of these detectors which limited them to bright targets. The
high read noise limitation has recently been removed with the introduction of new approaches and technologies.
In terms of new approaches to reduce read noise, a near-IR tip-tilt sensor, based on multiple reads of small windows on a
Teledyne H2RG detector, has been implemented with the Keck I LGS AO system [4]; however there is still a high
procurement cost associated with this detector. In terms of new technologies for low read noise and lower cost, both
CEA-Leti/Sofradir and Selex have demonstrated the production of electron initiated avalanche photodiode arrays
(APDs) [5]. A CEA-Leti/Sofradir RAPID detector is in operational use as part of the VLTI PIONIER instrument [6]. A
Selex SAPHIRA array has been demonstrated for lucky imaging on the IRTF [7] and for tip and tilt with the Robo-AO
system [8], and for wavefront sensing and fringe tracking on GRAVITY [9].
In this paper we report on the status of lab, on-sky and analytical results for near-IR sensors used for tip-tilt and low
order modes for LGS AO, and high order pyramid wavefront sensing for NGS AO (section 2). We also report on the
conceptual design of a combined near-IR tip-tilt and PWFS sensor for the Keck II AO system (section 3).
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2. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
2.1 Selex Detector Performance
The initial Selex 320 x 256 at 24 µm pitch e-APD SAPHIRA arrays utilized Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) HgCdTe. A
development program initiated by ESO and carried on by UH switched to Metal Organic Vapor Phase Epitaxy
(MOVPE) HgCdTe. This technology, which enables full band gap engineering of the APD, has allowed dramatic
improvements in the quality and performance of the SAPHIRA arrays [10]. The most recent models have achieved
superb cosmetic quality at avalanche gains as high as 600 (at 20 volts bias!). These arrays have 32 parallel video outputs
organized as 32 adjacent pixels in a row and, for windowing, the readout allows addressing of any modulo 32 set in the
array. The readout is inherently capable of pixel rates well in excess of 10 MHz although the highest rate achieved to
date are 5 MHz with the ESO controller. This corresponds to a full frame rate of 2 kHz and 10 KHz for a 128 x 128 subarray with deep sub-electron read noise. The quantum efficiency is 70% and the mean read noise at 2000 frames per
second and a gain of 60 is < 1 e-.
The technology is readily scalable to larger format. Selex and its partners are actively working towards ¼ to one
megapixel class formats [11].

2.2 Tip-tilt Sensing for LGS AO
The performance of the Keck I near-IR tip-tilt sensor with LGS AO has been measured [12] and some sample
measurements are shown in Table 1. The near-IR tip-tilt sensor manages to maintain better tip-tilt performance than the
visible tip-tilt sensor as the NGS gets fainter. Both sensors can use stars up to ~ 50″ off-axis. The near-IR sensor uses a
2048x2048 pixel detector and off-axis NGS are acquired by reading out the appropriate small (e.g. 4x4 pixel) region on
the detector; while the visible sensor must be moved off-axis to acquire the NGS. A potential advantage of this near-IR
sensor is that multiple NGS can be used by reading out multiple regions in order to reduce tip-tilt anisoplanatism (this
mode is implemented but needs on-sky testing).
Table 1: Keck LGS AO H-band performance with the visible and near-IR tip-tilt sensors for three different NGS.
For these measurements the LGS was pointed at the tip-tilt NGS, while the performance was measured on a nearby star.
R=12.0 & K=11.1
R=13.0 & K=11.5
R=15.5 & K=13.8
8.6" off-axis
6.4" off-axis
on-axis
Strehl FWHM (mas) Strehl FWHM (mas) Strehl FWHM (mas)
Visible
0.32
45
0.22
48
0.20
56
Near-IR 4x4 0.35
41
0.29
40
0.36
43
Tip-tilt
Sensor

102″

Figure 1: Left: A Ks-band image of the Galactic center taken with the Keck I near-IR tip-tilt sensor. Right: A 4x4
pixel (0.1″x0.1″) region of interest anywhere on the detector can be read out non-destructively multiple times to
reduce the measurement error on the tip-tilt measurement.
In order to determine the relative merits of the H2RG and e-APDs we can compare their signal-to-noise ratios (SNR).
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where η is the detector quantum efficiency; S, SB and SD are the signal due to the star, background (sky and thermal) and
dark current on the pixels used for the measurement; F is the excess noise caused by the amplification; n is the number
of pixels; σR is the read-noise per pixel; and G is the e-APD gain. Note that the calculation of the stellar signal in the n
pixels includes a multiplication by the Strehl ratio. The effect of the e-APD gain is to effectively reduce the read-noise at
the expense of some excess noise in the detected photons.
A plot of H-band SNR versus magnitude is shown in Figure 2. The e-APD outperforms the H2RG for the 4x4 pixel case.
The higher SNR performance for the e-APD system allows an e-APD system to be operated at higher bandwidth than an
H2RG system while maintaining the H2RG SNR level. The APD’s performance advantage over the H2RG increases
with the number of pixels (e.g. the APD’s can be used for a high order wavefront sensor). There is little performance
difference between the two detectors in the 2x2 pixel case.
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Case: 4x4 pixels, Strehl = 0.06, G = 60

Figure 2: H-band SNR versus magnitude. Additional assumptions: 49% throughput and Q = 70% for Selex, 45%
throughput and Q = and 85% for H2RG, and F =1.2.

2.3 Low Order Focal Plane Wavefront Sensing for LGS AO
The LGS wavefront sensor measurements include focus changes due to variations in the altitude of the sodium layer and
subaperture tilt changes due to variations in the structure of the sodium layer and the telescope pupil orientation. The
Keck LGS AO system [13] uses a visible low bandwidth wavefront sensor (LBWFS) to measure a NGS (i.e. truth) and
hence provide focus and centroid corrections to the LGS wavefront sensor. The LBWFS can limit LGS AO performance
and observing efficiency especially on faint NGS where 1 to 2 minute exposures can be required.
The errors measured by the LBWFS are low order aberrations (e.g. astigmatism, coma and spherical). Focal plane
wavefront sensing in the near-IR, where the image is partially AO-corrected, offers a potentially more efficient
alternative to the LBWFS, especially if this could be done with the data from the near-IR tip-tilt sensor.
The focal plane wavefront sensor algorithm LIFT [14] uses a single astigmatic image to estimate tip/tilt, focus and other
low order aberrations. LIFT has been tested with calibration sources on the Keck I near-IR tip-tilt sensor and the Keck II
science camera NIRC2 [15]. The near-IR tip-tilt sensor’s 50 mas pixels are under-sampled (0.45 Nyquist sampling at K),
while the NIRC2 10 mas pixels provide well sampled images. The AO loop was closed on a calibration source and
Zernike aberrations modes, in addition to the astigmatism offset needed by LIFT, were inserted by changing the
reference slopes on the wavefront sensor. Tip-tilt was successfully retrieved on both instruments (Figure 3a and Figure
4a). Some non-linearities were observed on TRICK for the estimation of focus and 0° astigmatism (Figure 3b and d), but
most amplitudes are well estimated. The 45° astigmatism is well estimated in positive values (Figure 3c). The inflection
point is expected and corresponds to the opposite of the inserted astigmatism offset. These results can be improved with
better knowledge of the imaging model, which is fundamental at such a sampling.
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Figure 3: Esstimation of ra
amps of pure Zernike modees by LIFT on
n TRICK. Sam
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N
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blue plot in (a) is a centerr of gravity esttimation.

r
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Figure 4: Esstimation of ramps
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The good NIIRC2 sampling
g allowed the eestimation of loow orders up too 10 modes. Thhe focus and both
b
astigmatisms were
well retrievedd within the lin
nearity range (F
Figure 4), withh the other moddes being consstant and close to zero, exceppt for tiptilt. The couppling with tip-ttilt is due to a misalignment of the pupil w
with the deform
mable mirror (w
which does not have an
impact on skky, and thus haas not been corrrected). Also, a scaling factoor of ~0.8 to 0.9 has to be appplied to get thee correct
amplitude. This
T may also be
b due to the ppupil misalignnment, but otheer error sourcees, such as an incorrect projeection of
Zernike moddes on the defo
ormable mirrorr, are being innvestigated. Thhese tests havee also been perrformed with ddifferent
pupil shapess (using maskss in NIRC2 inncluding the Keck
K
primary mask) and at different wavvelengths, withh similar
results. LIFT
T appears to be robust to errors linked to complex imaging models (e.g. veryy low samplinng, pupil
misalignmennt and a compleex pupil shape)) present in thee Keck’s AO syystems.
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As shown inn Figure 6, LIF
FT can also provide a signifiicant tip-tilt peerformance imp
mprovement forr faint stars, veersus the
simple centrooiding algorith
hm used with thhe Keck I near--IR tip-tilt senssor.
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Figure 6: NG
c
GS FWHM on
n the science ccamera for a centroid
algorithm and for L
LIFT. The Kss-band sciencee images
are obtained
nd science imaages are
d with the Keeck I near-IR tip-tilt sensorr operating in
n H-band, wh
hile the H-ban
obtained witth Ks-band tip-tilt sensing.. The sampling rate was red
duced from 800 Hz at 10th magnitude too 100 Hz
at 15th and 16th magnitude. The Ks-band Strehl ratioo was 0.25 and
d an A0 star was assumed.
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2.4 Pyramiid Wavefron
nt Sensing forr NGS AO
Our case forr a near-IR py
yramid wavefrront sensor (PW
WFS) is driveen by the desirre to study plaanet formationn around
obscured andd red objects, such as youngg stars in distannt star formingg regions, and late-type starss, including M dwarfs.
The abundannce of M-type stars, their low
w close binary fraction, and the
t ubiquitous presence of m
massive proto-pplanetary
disks at younng ages imply that they are ccommon sites of planet form
mation. Unfortuunately the fainntness of thesee stars at
optical wavelengths has maade them difficcult to observe at the requiredd contrast and spatial
s
resolutioon to detect ex
xoplanets
with current AO systems. These
T
stars aree however suff
fficiently brightt in the near-IR
R to be used aas AO guide sttars. The
planet to starr contrast ratio
o is particularlly favorable inn L-band and a suitable L-baand vortex corronagraph has recently
been implem
mented with NIRC2
N
and the Keck II AO system [16]. The
T limiting m
magnitude gainn by going to near-IR
wavefront seensing and thee resultant probability of plaanet detection with the L-baand vortex corronagraph is shown in
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: C
Current and predicted
p
L-baand Strehl raatios versus th
he R-magnitude of an on-aaxis guide star under
median conditions. The current
c
Keck
k NGS AO system uses a visible
v
Shack--Hartmann w
wavefront senssor. The
predicted NGS AO performance is forr an efficient low-noise infraared PWFS using
u
M0V and
d M6V spectrral types
guide stars, respectively. Right: Surveey completeness, assuming the AO perfoormance show
wn on the left and the
performance model for th
he Keck L-ban
nd vortex coroonagraph. Thee red dot is wh
here Jupiter would
w
sit in thiis plot.
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Figure 8: Siimulated Keck
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k AO perform
mance versus PWFS waveleength. The ploot at left show
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nce (black currve) and the K
Keck AO-correected residuall using a
near-IR (red
he neard curve) and visible
v
(green curve)
c
PWFS. The plot at right
r
shows th
he K-band Streehl ratio for th
IR and visib
ble PWFS verssus time. The read-noise of both the visible (750 nm) and near-IR (1.6 µm) detectors was
assumed to be 1e- and a bright NGS (400 photons//ms/subaperture) was assumed in both cases. The number of
corrected modes (250) is limited by the existing Keck
k AO deformable mirror.
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Given the hiigh performancce of visible P
PWFS it is natuural to consideer a near-IR PW
WFS now thatt the e-APD arrrays are
available. Iniitial PWFS sim
n
PWFS versus a
mulations havee been perform
med to understaand the relativee merits of a near-IR
visible PWFS
S for the Keck
k AO system given Mauna K
Kea turbulence. The modal tuurbulence and A
AO-corrected rresiduals
are plotted inn Figure 8 alo
P
outperfoorms the
ong with the reesultant K-bannd Strehl ratio versus time. The near-IR PWFS
visible PWFS
w
S even for this case which assumes the sam
me signal and reead-noise; the A
AO-corrected rrms residual wavefront
error is 237 nm with the near-IR sensoor versus 263 nm with a vvisible sensor. The near-IR sensor’s perfo
formance
advantage will increase wh
hen using typiccal stars whichh have higher fflux in the neaar-IR and whenn more realistic visible
CCD read-nooise is considerred.
The predictedd wavefront errror, including measurement and bandwidthh errors, is plottted in Figure 99, for a near-IR
R PWFS.
A bandwidthh error of 100 nm
n rms was assumed at 100 H
v
bandwiddth. The total ppredicted
Hz and was scaled as Tint5/6 versus
variance of thhe wavefront estimation
e
errorr in rad2 is giveen by [14] as
=

+

,

where
iss the number of
o photons inccident on the ppyramid duringg an integratioon. For the neaar-IR PWFS, thhe noise
propagation coefficients, α and β, were computed for a maximum likeelihood estimaation of 200 Kaarhunen-Loevee modes,
a
using thee
assuming a diffraction-lim
mited spot and
oefficients inccrease with thee
approach of [17]. These co
radii of moddulation of thee spot on the pyramid. Thee
calculated vaalues for a mod
dulation of 3λ//D are α = 5366
400
and β = 7536670. For the SAPHIRA
S
deteector an excesss
noise factor of F = 1.25 an
nd a quantum eefficiency of η
300
e
deteector noise iss
= 0.7 were used. The equivalent
hE
computed as
L

=

,

,

,

g 200
w
LL

where σron = 24 e- and
= 504 e-/s arre the read-outt
100
noise and daark current fo
or unit gain, G = 30 is thee
avalanche gaain and
is the integrationn time. The H-band thermaal and sky bacckground flux were taken ass
= 15
1 photons/s/p
= 261 Figure 9: Combined
pixel and
,
,
C
measurement aand bandwidtth error
photons/s/pixxel, respectivelly.
prediction for
f a Keck PW
WFS with 3λ/D
D radius modu
ulation.
HIRA detector and a UH cam
mera was
A demonstraation of a near--IR (H-band) pyramid
p
wavefr
front sensor bassed on a SAPH
performed with
w the Subaru
u SCExAO syystem in Octobber 2015. The sensor perform
med well in innitial unmodullated lab
testing (see Figure
F
10). However, because of the limitedd frame rate off the readout electronics the lloop could onlly be run
at 100 Hz whhich severely hampered
h
the oon-sky perform
mance.

Figure 10: Near-IR
N
pyram
mid wavefron
nt sensor laborratory images of the four ovverlapping pupils from the Subaru
without modu
SCE
w modulatiion (left) and w
ExAO system with
ulation (right)..
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3. A NE
EAR-INFRA
ARED WAV
VEFRONT SENSOR FOR
F
KECK
K AO
In this sectioon we describ
be the concepttual design forr a near-IR wavefront sensoor for the Kecck II AO systeem. The
wavefront seensor is being designed to suupport both NG
GS and LGS AO.
A In LGS AO
O it would be a low order seensor, at
minimum providing high bandwidth
b
tip--tilt sensing, with
w the intention to also proovide low banddwidth focus using
u
the
LIFT algorithhm. In NGS AO it would be the high order sensor.
A dichroic beamsplitter
b
just before the NIRC2
N
sciencee camera woulld reflect the liight to the neaar-IR wavefronnt sensor
and transmit the light to NIIRC2.

3.1 Pyramiid Wavefron
nt Sensor Con
nceptual Layyout
A conceptual view of the planned
p
Keck PWFS
P
layout is
i shown in Figure 11. Lensees L1 and L2 will
w be used too convert
d
focal raatio on the pyrramid. The relaay produces ann intermediate pupil image, located
l
a
the f/15 AO output to the desired
w
a mirror will be placedd to modulate the
t beam on thhe tip of the pyramid to incrrease the
distance f1 affter lens L1, where
dynamic rangge of the senso
or. The pyram
midal prism is located in a foccal plane and divides
d
the inccoming beam into
i
four
beams each of
o which is theen imaged on the detector att a pupil planee. Each pupil image will be ~20
~ pixels in diameter
d
with each pixxel correspond
ding to the 7 mm
m physical defformable mirroor actuator spaccing, which in turn corresponnds to 56
cm as projectted on the telesscope primary mirror.

,I,

\`

Figurre 11: Left: Co
onceptual layoout of the PWF
FS optics. Rigght: The four pupil
p
images on
o the detector.
According too the Subaru visible
v
PWFS experience,
e
moodulation in a circular path, with
w a radius of
o approximateely three
times the diff
ffraction-limited image diameeter (0.1" for Keck
K
at H-bandd), will be requuired for the PW
WFS to work well
w with
faint guide sttars. From the Large Binocular Telescope (LBT)
(
visible PWFS experieence the range is two to six times
t
the
diffraction-limited image diameter
d
[18]. A Physique Instrumente
I
3330.30 tip-tilt stage
s
will be used
u
for this purpose.
p
y using two siine waves for x and y moddulation. Synchhronization wiill be achievedd with a
Modulation is achieved by
m
onee of the sine waaves to trigger the camera reaadout at a particcular voltage.
comparator monitoring
It will be impportant to accu
urately positionn and maintain the science tarrget since the L-band
L
vortex coronagraph
c
m
mask
will
be a science mode that usess the PWFS. Thhe modulator mirror
m
will therrefore also be used
u
for small pointing corrections to
he pyramid annd to provide differential
d
atm
mospheric refraaction correctioon between thee science
keep the starr centered on th
and PWFS wavelengths
w
du
uring an expossure. Offsets of
o the star from
m the tip of thhe pyramid by up to one diff
ffractionlimited diam
meter should ressult in no loss of
o performancee and are sufficient to addresss differential atmospheric
a
reefraction.
An x and y dc
d offset added to the two modulating sine waves
w
will be used
u
to offset thhe star from thhe tip of the pyrramid.
Pupil stabilityy is critical and
d should be held to a fractionn of a pixel on the camera to prevent
p
instabiility in the highher order
modes. The AO
A rotator can
n be used to maintain
m
a fixedd pupil orientattion which willl help with puupil stability. The
T Keck
PWFS desiggn includes cap
pability to conntrol the collim
mating lens ceentering (Lcol in Figure 11) to maintain thhe pupil
position at 1 Hz rates, sufficient to compeensate for therm
mal variations and the small nutations
n
of thee telescope puppil.

3.2 Combin
ned Low Ord
der and Pyraamid Wavefrront Sensor
A conceptuaal layout for a combined NIR
R tip-tilt and PWFS
P
is shownn in Figure 12. The tip-tilt seensor optical design
d
is
driven by thee pupil size on the modulatorr and the requirred plate scale on the detectoor. For a 5 mm pupil size thenn f1 = 75
mm for L1. If
I the SAPHIR
RA detector were placed direcctly at the AO focus the platee scale would be
b 33 mas/pixeel. Given
the results froom Figure 5 a 1-to-1 relay would
w
work welll for the tip-tillt sensing (f2tt = f1) and the ovverall length off the tiptilt relay, from
m AO focus to
o detector, wouuld be 4f1 = 3000 mm.
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Figure 12: Conceptual
C
op
ptical layout for
fo a combined
d near-IR tip--tilt sensor an
nd PWFS. Thee bottom imagge is the
tip-tilt sensoor. A lens L1 collimates
c
the light and reim
mages the teleescope pupil on
n a modulatorr (a tip-tilt mirror). A
second lens L2tt focuses the
t light ontoo the detector.. The addition
nal optics for the PWFS mode are show
wn in the
t
L3p components could
c
be fixed
d and a stage could insert M1,
M M4 and L4p
L into
blue rectanggle. The L2p through
the beam wh
hile removing
g L2tt. L2p foocuses the ligh
ht onto the tip
p of a pyramid
d while Lc colllimates the liight and
produces a pupil
p
image. L3p
L and L4p relay
r
the pupill image onto the detector.

Figure 13: Keck
K
II AO beench layout sh
howing the loccation of the new
n combined near-IR tip-ttilt sensor and
d PWFS.
The sensor would
w
be fed by a dichroicc beamsplitterr located at th
he edge of thee AO bench ju
ust before thee NIRC2
science instrrument. The NIRC2
N
sciencee path includees an imager rotator
r
(item 1), a fast tip-ttilt mirror (2), an offaxis parabolla (3), the defo
ormable mirroor (4), a secon
nd off-axis parrabola (6) and an IR transm
missive dichroiic (7).
The L2p focal length is ch
hosen for the required f/36 on the tip of thhe prism (f2p = 180 mm). Thee collimation lens,
l
Lc,
i chosen for th
he required puppil size on the detector; for thhe case of one subaperture (0.5625 m) per pixel
p
this
focal length is
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requires a 100 m / 0.5625 = 17.78 pixel puupil (fc = 15.366 mm). L3p annd L4p were chhosen to providde a unit magnnification
projection off the pupil onto
o the detector with
w a back focal distance of 60
6 mm since thhe detector is loocated ~40 mm
m behind
the camera window.
w
The positionns of mirrors M1
M to M4 werre chosen to prrovide a reasoonable separatiion from the modulator
m
and detector
while providding the necesssary extra pathh length. In thee selected layouut M1 is 30 mm
m after the modulator and M4
M is 80
mm from thee detector. Thee M1 to M4 (annd M2 to M3) distance is theerefore 40 mm,, and the M1 too M2 distance is 240.4
mm. For thiss case the pyram
mid is 49.7 mm
m after M3 (as opposed to whhat is shown in Figure 12).
The requiredd location for th
he combined near-IR
n
tip-tilt sensor and PW
WFS on the exiisting Keck II AO bench is shown
s
in
Figure 13. A dichroic beam
msplitter locateed just in fronnt of the NIRC
C2 science instrrument would reflect the fielld to the
combined neear-IR sensor. An initial Zeemax optical design
d
of the tip-tilt sensor path is show
wn in Figure 14. After
reflection byy the dichroic, a fold mirror, large
l
enough too cover the fulll field, folds thhe beam down toward the AO
O bench.
This is follow
wed by anotheer dichroic, jusst large enoughh for the NIR WFS field, thaat folds the beeam parallel too the AO
bench and tooward the NIR
R WFS (the trannsmitted light will go to a fiiber injection unit).
u
Everythinng from the NIR
N WFS
field dichroicc to the Selex detector wouldd be on a xy-ttranslation stagge to access thee full 120 arcssec diameter fiield. The
light transmitted by the neaar-IR WFS fielld dichroic will go to a singlee mode fiber innjection unit (P
PI: D. Mawet) that will
RSPEC spectrog
graph.
feed the NIR

Figure 14: Preliminary Zemax
Z
opticaal design for the NIR tip--tilt sensor sh
howing the op
ptical path frrom the
C2 to the Selexx detector.
dichroic justt before NIRC

3.3 Cameraa

Figure 15: Left:
L
Universitty of Hawaii camera
c
dewarr (orange) from
m GL Scientiffic. The detector is located 50.5
5
mm
from the froont mounting surface at leftt. The overall package lengtth is 457 mm including the cryocooler exxtending
to the right. Right: First Light Inc.’s C-Red One camera head is 341 mm long x 250 mm high x 215 mm wide; the
entrance window is 65 mm from the bottom of the mounting surface.
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Figure 15 shows two Selex SAPHIRA-based camera systems, developed by the University of Hawaii (UH) and First
Light Imaging (FLI) [19], respectively. The UH camera uses a GL Scientific dewar cooled by an actively vibration
damped Sunpower CryoTel-GT Stirling cooler, coupled to a Lakeshore temperature controller and a chiller. The First
Light Inc. C-RED one camera is cooled to 80K using a high reliability, integrated pulse tube. Both camera options would
fit on the AO bench in the space allowed by the Figure 14 optical design.
The UH camera saw first light at the NASA IRTF in May, 2014 and has subsequently been deployed to both the Palomar
1.5 m with Robo-AO and to SCExAO on Subaru (where it is currently in use). UH has procured two additional camera
systems, one of which is intended for observations with Keck. The UH cameras are operated using a UH “Pizza Box”
controller [20] which currently operates with 1 MHz pixel rate, corresponding to a full frame rate of 400 Hz with 2 kHz
rate for a 128 x 128 sub-array and 8 kHz for a 64 x64 sub-array. The controller is capable of 2 MHz pixel rate which
would double these frequencies.

3.4 Real-time Controller
The PWFS will be used to control the
Keck AO system’s tip-tilt and
deformable mirrors. The processing of
the PWFS pixel data through the PWFS
algorithm could occur in the existing
Keck AO real-time controller (RTC) or
in a separate fast processor. In either
case the Keck RTC [21] would still
provide the driving control of the
mirrors.
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We intend to develop a separate flexible
EPICS
PWFS Real Camera
DM
RTC to accept the PWFS pixels and to
I/F
Time Controller
Host
Bench
process them through the PWFS
USB3t Eth
Control,
algorithm. This approach has the
LTCS, TBAD,
Camera
additional benefit of allowing test
Modulator
SATS...)
Controller
algorithms to be easily programmed.
The new RTC will be based on the
Figure 16: The new PWFS real-time controller (orange) and camera
visible PWFS controller developed at
system (green) will interface to the existing Keck systems (blue). The
Subaru. This RTC is very simple, a Dell
camera and modulator are part of the PWFS system on the AO bench;
server and the Ubuntu Linux open
the modulator drives both the modulation mirror and the PWFS
source software platform, with no
camera readout. The integrated camera host computer and PWFS
custom hardware. Computationally
real-time controller will be located in the AO electronics room next to
intensive operations are moved to
the Microgate real-time controller.
GPUs. The code was specifically
designed to support the new generation of high speed diffraction-limited wavefront sensors (e.g. for the PWFS
diffraction outside of the geometric pupils is taken into account, and the software includes high speed zero-point
offsetting capability). A simplified version of the Subaru system with reduced computational requirements will be
implemented for our proposed project.

<*

The new PWFS RTC will interface to the existing Keck AO system via two interface layers as shown in Figure 16. A
simplified version of the VxWorks Microgate Protocol (MGP; C code) driver will be ported to the Linux machine to
write data packets to the Microgate RTC. The MGP driver will send the deformable and tip-tilt mirror commands to the
Microgate RTC at up to 2 kHz rates over an existing private gigabit Ethernet network. An EPICS layer will be added to
the PWFS RTC to support communication with the rest of the observatory over the observatory network.
This interface approach minimizes the need to modify or replace existing hardware and software interfaces, and hence
the impact on the operational system. It also makes use of the existing AO tools. For example: (1) tip-tilt and focus
offloading loops to the telescope will continue to be handled by the existing Keck systems monitoring the tip-tilt and
deformable mirrors; (2) deformable mirror offsets for image sharpening on the vortex coronagraph and speckle nulling
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will continue to be determined by the operational system and will be passed as a calibration file to the PWFS RTC; and
(3) pointing offsets to register the science target on the vortex coronagraph and compensate for differential atmospheric
refraction will continue to be determined by the operational system and will be passed to the modulator driver.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Wavefront sensing with the low noise near-IR detectors that have recently become available offers considerable sky
coverage improvements for both LGS and NGS AO. In LGS mode these sensor can be used for tip-tilt as well as for
measuring the low order aberrations introduced by the LGS. For high order NGS AO the low noise and flexible readout
of the Selex SAPHIRA e-APD arrays is particularly optimal and supports improved AO correction.
A combined near-IR tip-tilt and pyramid wavefront sensor design is described which would support Keck II LGS and
NGS AO with the NIRC2 and NIRSPEC science instruments. The tip-tilt sensor mode is being designed to support the
determination of low order modes with the LIFT algorithm that has shown promising laboratory results.
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